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Food 

Aboriginals had a very healthy diet Full of healthy vitamins.they eat kangaroos and eggs also they 
eat they ate lots of meat  🍖  also they eat

Berry’s from the bush or, fish from the sea.And they also will eat oyster. They used mines to catch 
The animals they also ate snakes and lizards, Goannas too!


Clothing


They were a riji and a very worm things cold possum

 skin when it’s snowing 

They also wear Kangaroo skin or they paint all over themselves.

 The applications usually put bark all leads and grass tied together

You might find paintings all over the walls. It also represents people stories in Most of Australia 

shelter

Australia has very hot climate and people often slept out in the open. To keep themselves warm at 
night they would sleep close to a fire. Aboriginals Housing mostly consisted of simple 

Shelters made from branches and Then coved in Leaves sheets of bark. In the wet and cold 
conditions, closed  dome-shaped Shelter were made. Sticks were bent over and bark, Grass and 
leaves were used to cover the Shelter




Transport

The main form of transport amongst traditional indigenous people was walking. 
Because the  indigenous lifestyle was nomadic, people had to do A lot of walking 
to get from the place to place. Who is indigenous groups that lived near the coast 
or large bodies of water would often travel in canoes that live near the coast or 
large bodies of water would often travel in canoes that they had made from 
hollowed out tree trunks. Canoes were very helpful in the fishing activities, as well 

travelling around.

Music

Aboriginals played the didgeridoo also they used rain sticks. 

The didgeridoo is only played by men and usually is played during ceremonies, 
singing and dancing. The Australian Aboriginals have had no written language and 
rely on oral methods and music to pass on their knowledge. Music is used thought 
an Aboriginals life to teach what must be known about their culture, about their 
place in it and about the world  of nature.





